
More Genesan Floorcare Products

Delta Ultra EnzyFloor Delta Mild2000
A powerful alkaline
cleaner/degreaser that
removes organic fats. 
Safe for kitchen surfaces
and grouted tile �oors.
E�ective on VCT as a
pre-recoat prep cleaner.

Closed loop/No tip
Dilution:  1:5 (HD Spray)
                   1:32 (Deep Scrub)
                   1:80 (Kitchen Floors)

An enzymatic kitchen
�oor degreaser that
rapidly destroys food
wastes in commercial
kitchens, bakeries and
food processing
facilities.

Open loop.
Dilution: 1:64

A GreenSeal-37 certi�ed
neutral �oor cleaner for 
daily cleaning of all types
of resilient �ooring.
E�ective ice melt neutralizer.
Use in either autoscrubber
or mop & bucket.
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Industry
An industrial degreaser/
cleaner that removes
petroleum-based soils and
food wastes.  Safe for use
in food storage areas and
distribution centers.
Ecolabel Approved.

Open loop.
Dilution:  1:100 (Daily)
                   1:20 (HD Spray)
                   1:5 (Restoration)

Our Environmental CO
The Genesan family of products harness the exceptional cleaning e�ciency of natural, biobased surfactants.
The use of locally-sourced plant materials allows Genesan to o�er products that are both entirely sustainable
and ecologically respectful.  Many of these products have earned multiple environmental certi�cations, 
including the EU Ecolabel, Ecologo, GreenSeal and the USDA’s BioPreferred Purchasing status.

Additionally, all Genesan products manufactured in Belgium are CO  neutral with regard to transport from
their point of origin to the US.  This is made possible through Genesan and Pollet’s mutual support of carbon
o�-setting initiatives taking place around the globe.  These programs have been independently veri�ed by
CO2 Logic, a European-based organization that calculates a company’s carbon “footprint” and then advises
on methods to o�set the carbon dioxide generated in manufacture and transport.

Genesan currently supports a program in Africa that replaces poorly designed woodstoves used in cooking
with more e�cient stoves that burn fuel more cleanly and thereby reduce the emission of toxic fumes and
smoke (CO ) into the atmosphere.
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Organic Cleaning & Protection
LinPol Floorcare

Closed loop/Tipped
Dilution: 1:256

BELGIUM

    USA

www.cleaneasier.com

Cleans, Protects and
Extends the Life of Floors



LinPol Technology Protects Floors While You Clean!
How It Works.

The natural protection o�ered by a biobased �oor soap, as well as its superlative cleaning ability, o�ers not only a very
hygienic result but also provides a satiny protective barrier.  This protective layer lessens the e�ort required to clean
the surface and actually extends the life of the �oor itself by minimizing wear.  Within just a few weeks time, embedded
soils in the surface will be fully removed.  Unattractive wear patterns will vanish and the �oor’s original beauty will be
re-established, the gloss restored and resistance to slips improved.

Some of the world’s busiest and most highly-tra�cked �oors are cleaned
and protected using the LinPol �oorcare program.   Facility managers 
at airports, train stations, sports arenas, hospitals and retail stores 
throughout the US have discovered the bene�ts of cleaning 
and protecting their �oors with no additional labor or
costly equipment.

Our Customers Tell the Story.

LinPol Floorcare products require no specialized equipment or extensive 
re-training of the sta�.  These unique products are exceptional at completely removing

soil that damages �oors while leaving a layer of protection that stands up to heavy tra�c.
In fact, with regular use, LinPol products will actually enhance gloss levels 

and lessen the risk of slip and falls.

LINPOL GREEN AD 

LINPOL GLOSSLinPol Floorcare products are concentrated and can be dispensed using a variety of dilution control options.
For more information, please view our 2015-16 Product Catalog at: www.cleaneasier.com 

Widely used in Europe for years, LinPol �oor cleaners are now
available in the United States.  Whatever your �ooring...  natural or man-made...

high-gloss or un�nished...even wood.
Genesan has the solution.

Cleans and provides extensive protection to �oors of
moderate gloss

Cleans, protects and maintains �oors of 
maximum gloss

GYM GROUTED
TILE

VCT

SYNTHETIC

Best used to maintain concrete, stone
and all “no-�nish” �oors 

Autoscrubber use
only 

Minimal
burnishing

required

Autoscrubber and
mop & bucket 

[areas inaccessible
to scrubber]

Burnishing
as needed

Safe to use on all hard �ooring
Will not diminish gloss


